Challenging the Eye Witness Identifications

There is nothing more devastating to a defense lawyer than having an eye witness point to his client and say "I will never forget his face!" But long experience has taught us that eye witness identification is fragile, at best. The Innocence Project has proved that in many cases innocent people have gone to jail due to inaccurate eyewitness reporting. Jaded lineups, singular show ups, poor lighting, traumatic circumstances, all work against the reliability of any eyewitness pick out. Today, we have psychology experts testifying, to educate juries about empirical data on such things as "cross racial identification". But do they help, or merely confuse?
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Details
Thursday
January 30th
12:30 – 2:00 pm
$15

Instructor
Stephen Singer is a retired Criminal Defense Attorney who practiced law in New York City for over forty years. Prior to that he was a Special Agent in the U.S. Treasury Department, Organized Crime Section, and before that, a Case Worker in the New York City Dept. of Welfare. He was also a freelance writer for Newsday Newspaper in New York, taught at St. John's University and more.

To register: 305-919-5900